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Yuuki’s scored a full scholarship to a very prestigious school. The only catch? A ditzy teacher’s
error means he now has to crossdress to keep his real identity a secret! Will Yuuki pull it off...or
will he be pulled to pieces by a cute, curious classmate?

About the AuthorWilliam W. Klein (PhD, Aberdeen) is professor of New Testament at Denver
Seminary. He is author of The New Chosen People: A Corporate View of Election and a
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Reginald, “Why 18+. First read it online. Loved the story and the characters. I was happy as a
clam when I saw it pop up on Amazon. However I was a little shocked when I saw it tagged as
hentai. Yes it is very ecchi but there are worst ones. I don't know if it gets "worst" later but all I
know now that it should be rated "m" at best.”

Christine, “Uber Happy!. Amazon has been doing better since I started buying books from them.
Now, I like my books brand new and not bent or sratched up. Some books, mainly manga, that
I've bought from Amazon have been that way but recently they have been taking better care of
their manga. This one in particular was perfect! It had the protective plastic on it, it was not bent
or damaged, and it came really fast with free shipping! I am very happy and satisfied! I miss
having a local book store to shop at but with Amazon I can buy my books without the stress or
hassle.”

Kenneett, “I love the book. I love the book, but it is not much hentai. It is exciting, and it hints to a
second book, but it is not created as i know.”

SomeoneDifferent, “Good. The artwork and the story line are fantastic but is mostly ecchi (the
main character doesn't have sex at all in the manga).Other than the no sex this manga is a great
read with a fantasic story line.”

johnnyomon, “cool. i haven't gotten it yet when does it come in and is it in English i hope not i
have read it on line but i really want the book”

The book by Michael J. Gorman has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 13 people have provided feedback.
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